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Understanding the mechanisms involved in maintaining lifelong neurogenesis has a
clear biological and clinical interest. In the present study, we performed olfactory nerve
transection on larval Xenopus to induce severe damage to the olfactory circuitry.
We surveyed the timing of the degeneration, subsequent rewiring and functional
regeneration of the olfactory system following injury. A range of structural labeling
techniques and functional calcium imaging were performed on both tissue slices and
whole brain preparations. Cell death of olfactory receptor neurons and proliferation of
stem cells in the olfactory epithelium were immediately increased following lesion. New
olfactory receptor neurons repopulated the olfactory epithelium and once again showed
functional responses to natural odorants within 1 week after transection. Reinnervation
of the olfactory bulb (OB) by newly formed olfactory receptor neuron axons also began
at this time. Additionally, we observed a temporary increase in cell death in the OB
and a subsequent loss in OB volume. Mitral/tufted cells, the second order neurons
of the olfactory system, largely survived, but transiently lost dendritic tuft complexity.
The first odorant-induced responses in the OB were observed 3 weeks after nerve
transection and the olfactory network showed signs of major recovery, both structurally
and functionally, after 7 weeks.

Keywords: Xenopus laevis, olfactory receptor neurons, neuronal stem cells, degeneration, regeneration,
glomerulus, network reconstruction

INTRODUCTION

While many mammalian species appear to have lost regenerative capacity of neuronal tissue
during evolution, early diverging vertebrates exhibit elevated neuroregenerative potential and have
been shown to be capable of restoring entire brain regions after lesion (for review Ferretti, 2011).
This ability is not only variable among species but also has a strong developmental component.
After development is complete, most stem cells of the central nervous system undergo terminal
differentiation and lose their ability to divide (Kauffman, 1968; Caviness et al., 1995). Even in cases
where neurogenesis is still possible, the system often no longer possesses the mechanisms that once
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allowed newly formed neurons to successfully integrate into a
neural circuit (Christie and Turnley, 2013).

The vertebrate olfactory system is an exceptional case and
has become increasingly more relevant as a model to study
neuroregenerative processes, as it is known for its lifelong
capacity to replenish cells lost during natural turnover (Graziadei
and Metcalf, 1971; Graziadei, 1973), as well as to regenerate
after severe lesion (Schwob, 2002). Olfactory receptor neurons
(ORNs) of the olfactory epithelium reside in an exposed location,
prone to external stress factors, and thus have a limited lifespan.
Eventually they undergo caspase-mediated programmed cell
death and multipotent stem cells of the basal layers of the
olfactory epithelium compensate for this loss in order to sustain
the sense of smell (Cowan and Roskams, 2002; Leung et al.,
2007). Newly generated sensory neurons extend their axons
toward the olfactory bulb (OB) in search of synaptic targets,
eventually forming functional connections with second order
neurons, mitral and tufted cells, in functional structures called
glomeruli (Nezlin et al., 2003;Manzini, 2015; Kosaka andKosaka,
2016). A correct integration is essential to allow the successful
propagation of olfactory information from second order neurons
to higher brain centers. Not only input neurons of the olfactory
network, but also neurons of the odor processing brain circuitry,
are constantly replaced (Kaplan and Hinds, 1977). The stem
cell population located in the subventricular zone is mainly
responsible for supplying the OB with new interneurons (Lim
and Alvarez-Buylla, 2016), which has been shown to be essential
in adjusting olfactory performance (Mouret et al., 2009).

The turnover of neurons that occurs both in the olfactory
epithelium and OB is not restricted to developmental stages,
but continues throughout life, allowing network adaptations to
sensory experience, learning, and even recovery after extensive
injury (Schwob, 2002; Brann and Firestein, 2014; Cummings
et al., 2014). Although the regenerative capacity of the olfactory
system has been illustrated numerous times in various organisms,
the way in which this system is capable of withstanding massive
lesion and recovering functionally is still not fully understood
(Yu and Wu, 2017). It is crucial to understand the processes
that hinder an efficient recovery, and to find perspectives to
facilitate correct network reconstitution. Olfactory dysfunction
following head trauma is common, and is frequently due to
shearing injuries at the cribriform plate that lacerate the olfactory
nerves (ONs; Coelho and Costanzo, 2016). Recovery is variable
and highly dependent on the severity and location of the injury
(Doty et al., 1997; Gudziol et al., 2014; Coelho and Costanzo,
2016). Increased inflammation and glial scar formation that
occur in the mammalian system pose a major challenge for ON
recovery and successful reinnervation of the bulbar network by
axons of newly generatedORNs (Kobayashi and Costanzo, 2009).
After loss of olfactory sensory input in mammals, it has been
shown that mitral cell dendritic tufts persistently degrade (Murai
et al., 2016). In humans, only approximately 1/3 of patients
show at least a partial recovery of their sense of smell (Doty
et al., 1997; Gudziol et al., 2014) and no effective treatment is
available yet to treat post-traumatic neuronal damage or to assist
in the recovery of the olfactory system (Coelho and Costanzo,
2016).

FIGURE 1 | Olfactory nerve transection as a model injury to induce neuronal
damage in the olfactory system of larval Xenopus laevis. Schematic depiction
of a tadpole with a close up of its olfactory system. Bipolar olfactory receptor
neurons (magenta) of the MOE extend their axons via the ON into the OB. Fine
scissors can be used to transect the ON, leading to axon degeneration and
olfactory receptor neuron cell death. MOE, main olfactory epithelium;
OB, olfactory bulb; ON, olfactory nerve.

We performed ON transection on larval Xenopus laevis in
order to disrupt the neuronal network of a highly regenerative
vertebrate olfactory system (Figure 1). The aim was to
further understand aspects of degeneration and recovery of
neural circuits after injury, and to investigate how neural
disruption and the potential for circuit restoration in this
system differs from that found in the mammalian system. We
show that ON transection targets ORNs for cell death, leaving
other components of this system involved in the process of
regeneration largely unperturbed.We have established a timeline
of post-transection events, up until the point of recovery of
the olfactory system, revealing a transient decline of dendritic
arborizations of postsynaptic mitral/tufted cells (MTCs) during
the period of denervation. Our results are a clear illustration
of how the maintenance of a permissive environment in a
highly regenerative system can allow neuronal regeneration
and subsequent formation of correct axonal and dendritic
connections, creating a reliable foundation for future research on
the topic of neuroregeneration.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animal Care, Olfactory Nerve Transection
and Sensory Neuron Labeling
All Xenopus laevis larvae used in this study were raised in our
breeding colony at the University of Göttingen. They were kept
in water tanks (50 l) at a water temperature of 19–22◦C and fed
with algae (Dose Aquaristik). All procedures for animal handling
were approved by the governmental animal care and use office
(Niedersächsisches Landesamt für Verbraucherschutz und
Lebensmittelsicherheit, Oldenburg, Germany, Az.16/2136) and
were in accordance with the German Animal Welfare Act as well
as with the guidelines of the Göttingen University Committee
for Ethics in Animal Experimentation. As an injury model
for substantial damage in the olfactory system, we transected
the ONs of Xenopus laevis tadpoles to disrupt the neuronal
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population in the olfactory organ. For ON transection, we
used freely swimming, premetamorphic larvae with an already
well developed olfactory system, ranging from developmental
stage 48 (ca. 7 days after fertilization at 22–24◦C) to stage 51
(ca. 17 days after fertilization at 22–24◦C; Nieuwkoop and
Faber, 1994). We surveyed the extent of recovery only in
animals that did not exceed developmental stage 56, when major
metamorphic remodeling of the olfactory system started to occur.
Pigmented and albino Xenopus laevis larvae were anesthetized
in 0.02% MS-222 (ethyl 3-aminobenzoate methanesulfonate;
Sigma-Aldrich), and their ONs were transected with very
fine scissors without damaging surrounding tissue (Figure 1).
To label sensory neurons, Biocytin (ε-biotinoyl-L-lysine,
Molecular Probes, ThermoFisher Scientific) or microRuby
crystals (tetramethylrhodamine/biotin linked dextran, 3 mM;
Molecular Probes, Thermo Fisher Scientific) were placed into
the lesioned nerve in immunohistochemistry experiments
and in experiments to visualize axonal degradation in the OB
(see below), respectively. The wound was closed with tissue
adhesive (Histoacryl L; Braun). After transection, animals were
transferred to a beaker filled with fresh tap water for recovery. In
a subset of experiments, this transection procedure was repeated
every week to survey the volumetric changes in the OB (see
below). At different time intervals after injury, animals were
chilled in ice water until paralyzed and killed by severing the
brain and spinal cord with a scalpel. Subsequent experiments
were performed on an excised block of tissue containing the
olfactory epithelia, ONs and the OB.

Immunohistochemistry
To visualize changes in the olfactory epithelium and OB after
bilateral ON transection we performed immunolabeling on
slices of the olfactory system. For 5-bromo-2′-deoxyuridine
(BrdU, Sigma-Aldrich) labeling experiments, animals were kept
in normal tap water with 100 µM BrdU for 24 h before
dissection. BrdU exposure with this concentration was shown
to not induce negative side effects, such as increased apoptosis,
alterations of cell marker expression patterns or foraging
behavior (Raices et al., 2015). Animals were killed (as described
above) 1,2,3,7 and 21 days after ON transection (as described
above). Seven and 21 days post-transection, newly generated
ORNs were labeled via an additional ON transection 1 h
before killing the animals. Excised tissue blocks were fixed
in 4% formaldehyde, washed in PBS, embedded in 5% low-
melting-point agarose (Sigma-Aldrich), glued onto the stage
of a vibratome (VT 1200S, Leica) and cut horizontally into
slices. Tissue blocks used to label the olfactory epithelium were
sliced at 75 µm thickness, whereas tissue used to label the OB
was cut at 95 µm thickness. Nonspecific binding was blocked
with 2% normal goat serum (NGS; MP Biomedicals) in PBS
containing 0.2% Triton X-100 (PBST, Carl Roth) for 1 h.
Slices of BrdU treated animals were incubated in 1 N HCl at
37◦C for 45 min to denature DNA and subjected to multiple
changes of PBS. Slices were incubated overnight at 4◦C with
one of the following primary antibodies—anti-Xenopus laevis
cytokeratin II (1h5, monoclonal, derived from mouse, obtained
from the Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank developed

under the auspices of the National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development and maintained by the University of Iowa,
Department of Biological Sciences (Iowa City, IA)); anti-active
caspase-3 (polyclonal anti-active caspase-3, ab13847, derived
from rabbit using a synthetic peptide corresponding to human
active + procaspase 3 aa 150–250 conjugated to keyhole limpet
hemocyanin (KLH), RRID:AB_443014; Abcam; characterized
by Thompson and Brenowitz (2010) and previously used in
Xenopus laevis tissue by Dittrich et al. (2016)); or anti-BrdU
(B2531, monoclonal, derived from mouse, Sigma-Aldrich).
Primary antibodies were diluted in 2%NGS/PBST (1:1000, 1:600,
1:100 respectively) and washed off with PBS after the incubation
period. Alexa 488-conjugated goat anti-mouse or anti-rabbit
secondary antibody (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific) was
applied at a dilution of 1:250 in 1% NGS/PBS for 1 h. The
secondary antibodies were washed off in several changes of PBS.
To visualize biocytin-backfilled ORNs, slices were incubated in
Alexa 568- or 647-conjugated streptavidin (Molecular Probes,
Thermo Fisher Scientific) at a final concentration of 5 µg/ml
in PBST for 1 h and repeatedly rinsed in PBS. In active
caspase-3 immunostaining experiments, cell nuclei were labeled
with 10 µg/ml propidium iodide (Molecular Probes, Thermo
Fischer Scientific) for 15 min. After repeated washing steps with
PBS, slices weremounted on glass slides usingmountingmedium
(Dako). Images stacks were acquired using upright confocal
laser-scanningmicroscope (LSM 780/Axio Examiner, Zeiss) with
an axial resolution of 1 µm.

Whole Mount Preparation of the Olfactory
Bulb
After excising a tissue block containing the olfactory system
as described above, the ventral palatial tissue was removed to
expose the ventral side of the OB and the caudal portion of
the ONs. This whole mount preparation was transferred into
an imaging chamber containing standard bath solution (see
‘‘Solutions’’ section) and stabilized by a small platinum grid with
nylon threads.

Visualization of Axonal Debris in the
Olfactory Bulb
Animals were killed and whole mount preparations of the
OB were made from excised tissue blocks 1, 2, 3 and 7 days
after unilateral ON transection (as described above). Microruby
labeled, degenerating ORN axons were visualized from the
ventral side of the OB using an upright multi-photon microscope
(A1R-MP, Nikon).

Olfactory Receptor Neuron Labeling Via
Electroporation
To visualize axonal reinnervation of the OB, fluorophore-
coupled dextran (Alexa 594, Alexa 488, Cascade Blue,
10,000 MW, Molecular Probes, Thermo Fisher Scientific)
was introduced into sensory neurons via electroporation (for
details, see Haas et al., 2002; Hassenklöver and Manzini, 2014).
Albino Xenopus larvae were anesthetized, dye crystals were
introduced into both nasal cavities and dissolved in the residual
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moisture. Two thin, platinum electrodes were carefully placed
in the nasal cavities. The electrodes were connected to a voltage
pulse generator (ELP-01D; npi Electronics), and 12 pulses
(20–25 V, 25 ms duration at 2 Hz) with alternating polarity were
applied. After electroporation, animals were transferred into a
beaker filled with fresh tap water for recovery and killed 1 or
2 days later. Whole mount preparations of the OB were made
from excised tissue blocks 1, 2, 3 and 7 weeks after unilateral
ON transection (as described above). Image stacks of the whole
intact OB were acquired from the ventral side (for details see
Hassenklöver andManzini, 2014) using an upright multi-photon
microscope (A1R-MP, Nikon).

Labeling of the Olfactory Bulb for Volume
Quantification
Animals were killed (see above) 1, 2, 3 and 7 days after unilateral
nerve transection and a whole mount preparation of the OB
was prepared from excised tissue blocks (as described above).
The preparation was incubated in bath solution (see ‘‘Solutions’’
section) containing 100 µM Calcein green/AM (Molecular
Probes, Thermo Fisher Scientific), 30 µM Alexa 594 dextran
(10,000 MW, Molecular Probes, Thermo Fisher Scientific), and
50 µM MK571 (Sigma-Aldrich), an inhibitor of multidrug
resistance transporters. Calcein green/AM was initially dissolved
in DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich) and Pluronic F-127 (Molecular
Probes, Thermo Fisher Scientific). After an incubation time of
2 h, a series of image stacks of the whole ventral OB was
obtained using multiphoton microscopy. Relative changes of the
OB volume of the transected side to the non-transected side were
compared.

Sparse Cell Electroporation to Label
Individual Mitral/Tufted Cells
Individual MTCs were investigated for morphological changes
after the loss of ORN axon innervation. Animals were killed
1, 3 and 7 weeks after unilateral nerve transection and
whole mount preparations were produced from tissue blocks
containing the olfactory system (as described above). MTCs
were labeled via sparse cell electroporation in the ventrolateral
OB using a stereomicroscope with epifluorescence illumination.
Electroporation micropipettes (Warner instruments, resistance
10–15 MΩ) were filled with Alexa 488 or Alexa 594 dextran
solution (1–5 µl, 3 mM dissolved in bath solution) and mounted
on a pipette holder containing a silver wire electrode covered
with silver chloride. A train of square voltage pulses (50 V,
300 µs, 500 ms at 200–300 Hz) was triggered by an Axoporator
800A (Molecular devices) single cell electroporator to transfer
dye into neurons (for more details, see Hassenklöver and
Manzini, 2014). Image stacks of MTCs were acquired with a
z-resolution of 1–2 µm using multiphoton microscopy from the
ventral side of the OB. MTCs labeled in the non-transected side
of the OB were used as controls.

Calcium Imaging Experiments
To analyze functional changes in the various cell populations
of the main olfactory epithelium (MOE) after ON transection,

functional calcium imaging experiments were performed on
acute slices of the olfactory organ. Tissue blocks containing
the olfactory system were glued to the stage of a vibratome.
Two horizontal cuts were made to produce a slice with
cells of the MOE exposed on both the dorsal and ventral
side. Depending on angular position of the tissue block and
size of the olfactory organ, the final slice thickness was
between 120 µm and 140 µm. Calcium indicator mixture
consisted of 50 µM Fluo-4/AM (Molecular Probes, Thermo
Fisher Scientific), 100 µM MK571 (Sigma-Aldrich) in bath
solution. Fluo-4/AM was initially dissolved in DMSO and
Pluronic F-127 with final concentrations not exceeding 0.5%
and 0.1%, respectively. Slices were incubated for 35 min with
calcium indicator mixture on a shaker. Changes of intracellular
calcium concentration of individual cells of the MOE were
monitored using a laser-scanning confocal microscope (LSM
510/Axiovert 100 M, Zeiss, Jena, Germany). A time series
of one focal plane was acquired. Virtual slice thickness
excluded fluorescence from more than one cell layer and
the field of view covered a square with an edge length of
360 µm.

We performed calcium imaging in whole mount olfactory
system explants to investigate the extent of functional recovery
of the olfactory network after ON transection. Calcium indicator
mixture consisted of 1000 µM Fluo-4/AM (Molecular Probes,
Thermo Fisher Scientific), 600 µM MK571 (Sigma-Aldrich),
18 µM Cascade Blue (10,000 MW dextran; Molecular Probes,
Thermo Fisher Scientific) in bath solution and the supernatant
dye solution was collected after a centrifugation step (1 min,
16.1 rcf). A whole mount preparation was made from a tissue
block containing the olfactory system (as described above). A
micropipette (Warner Instruments, resistance 10–15 MΩ) filled
with dye solution was penetrated into the ventro-lateral part of
the OB using a micromanipulator. Dye solution was pressure-
injected into the MTC layer at up to three different locations
under visual control using epifluorescent illumination. After
35 min of incubation, calcium responses of postsynaptic MTCs
in an OB volume were recorded using an upright multiphoton
microscope (A1R-MP, Nikon, excitation wavelength: 800 nm).
Via fast volumetric resonant scanning, we measured time series
of cubic volumes of the amino acid-sensitive, ventrolateral OB
(lateral dimensions: 170 µm, 512 × 512 pixel; axial dimension:
120–180 µm; step size: 3–5 µm) at 0.5–1 Hz per image stack.

Preparations were stabilized using a stringed platinum grid
in a recording chamber, which was constantly perfused with
bath solution applied by gravity feed from a storage syringe
through an applicator placed directly above the MOE. The
stimuli were applied without stopping the flow and bath solution
was constantly removed from the recording chamber through
a syringe needle positioned caudally to the preparation. Before
application of stimuli, baseline fluorescence was recorded for
at least 10 s. After stimulation, fluorescence changes were
monitored for at least 50 s. The reproducibility of the responses
was verified by regularly repeating the application at least twice.
The minimum interstimulus interval was at least 2 min in all
of the experiments. All experiments were conducted at room
temperature.
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Image and Data Processing
The brightness and contrast of some image stacks from
structural measurements were adjusted in the image processing
software Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012)1. Spectral imaging and
linear unmixing (Zen software, Zeiss) were used to separate
overlapping fluorescent signals in slices with active caspase-3
labeling. To quantify cell death and proliferation, active caspase-
3-positive and BrdU-positive cells were manually counted.
3D image stacks were visualized in the image processing software
Fiji to utilize the volumetric information for the quantification.
The average diameter of counted cell profiles was 9 µm, and
labeled structures with a diameter smaller than 4 µm or without
identifiable nucleus (stained with propidium iodide in active
caspase-3 labeled slices) were omitted from the quantification.
Multiple sections of each OB were used for quantification. In
olfactory organ slices, a randomly chosen 5 µm thick partial
sub-volume of the whole acquired image stack was manually
quantified.

For the quantification of OB volume, multiple image stacks
were stitched together using image processing software Fiji
(Preibisch et al., 2009). Cross sectional areas of the transected
and non-transected side of the OB were measured at five
different levels on the z-axis of the image stack. The sum of
these areas was used as an estimate of the OB volume, and
the relative change of OB volume between the transected side
and the non-transected side was determined for each animal.
These changes were calculated for animals killed at different
time-points after transection. The relative difference in volume of
the left and right hemibulbs of non-transected animals was used
as control.

To identify changes in dendritic morphology of individual
MTCs after ON transection, a region of interest was cropped out
and digitally isolated by restricting the field of view in x-y axis to
a single tuft and by making a sub-stack to include only planes
containing the tuft. As a last pre-processing step, the image
stacks were rendered binary using Otsu’s thresholding method
implemented in Fiji (Otsu, 1979). Blunt dendritic terminals were
not used in statistical analysis. Tuft morphology was examined
using Sholl’s technique for quantitative analysis of complex
dendritic branching structures in Fiji (Sholl, 1953; Ferreira et al.,
2014). The starting point was centered on the main apical
dendrite of MTCs at ∼40 µm from the tuft. From there, the
dendritic intersections for concentric 3D spheres with stepwise
increasing radii of 1 µm were calculated. For the calculation
of the average linear tuft-complexity curves, the maxima of
intersections of the single tufts of each group were aligned
and the curves averaged at each radius of the Sholl analysis.
Data visualization and statistical analyses were conducted using
custom written Matlab scripts (Mathworks, Natwick).

Changes in calcium indicator fluorescence are given as
∆F/F values in percent. The values were calculated for each
pixel according to the following equation: ∆F/F = (F−F0)/F0.
F0 represents an averaged pixel fluorescence value derived
from the time interval prior to the stimulus and F is the
actual pixel fluorescence value at each recorded time point.

1http://fiji.sc/Fiji

A response was assumed if the following criteria were met:
(i) the maximum amplitude of the calcium transient had to
be higher than the maximum of the pre-stimulus intensities;
(ii) the onset of the response had to be within ten frames
after stimulus application. To facilitate selection of responsive
regions of interest, a ‘‘pixel correlation map’’ was obtained by
calculating the cross-correlation between the fluorescence signals
of a pixel to that of its immediate neighbors (Junek et al., 2009).
Analyzed regions of interest in each olfactory epithelium were
counted and the number of cells responsive to each stimulus was
calculated for each time point. For OB measurements, difference
images were calculated for each recorded plane by averaging
the fluorescence value of the interval prior to stimulation,
and subtracting this value from the mean peak response of
the odor induced fluorescence peak (2–3 points for mean
peak calculation). Functional imaging data were analyzed using
custom written programs in Matlab.

Averaged data are presented as mean ± standard deviation.
Statistical significance was determined by Kruskal-Wallis rank
sum test followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison post hoc test.
To control familywise error rate for multiple comparisons a
Holm-Bonferroni correction was applied.

Solutions
Standard bath solution consisted of (in millimolar):
98 NaCl, 2 KCl, 1 CaCl2, 2 MgCl2, 5 glucose, 5 Na-
pyruvate, 10 hydroxyethyl piperazineethanesulfonic (HEPES),
230 mOsmol/l, pH 7.8. High K+ bath solution consisted of (in
millimolar): 17 NaCl, 80 KCl, 1 CaCl2, 2 MgCl2, 5 glucose, 5 Na-
pyruvate, 10 HEPES, 230 mOsmol/l, and pH 7.8. Adenosine-5′-
triphosphate (ATP), 2-methylthio-ATP (2-MeSATP), and bath
solution chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Amino
acids and purinergic receptor agonists were dissolved in bath
solution (10 mM stock) and applied at a final concentration of
100 µM, either individually or as a component in a mixture.
All pharmacologic agents were dissolved as concentrated stock
solutions, aliquoted and frozen. Aliquots were thawed only once
and the working solutions (see specific experiments) were freshly
prepared before performing each experiment.

RESULTS

Structural and Functional Consequences
after Olfactory Nerve Transection in the
Main Olfactory Epithelium
To observe structural changes occurring in the MOE after
bilateral ON transection, we visualized major cell populations of
the MOE, namely supporting cells (SCs), proliferative basal cells
(BCs) and ORNs.

We found no changes in the morphological structure of
the SC layer of the MOE post-transection in comparison to
non-transected animals. The apical layer of the MOE exhibited
typical cytokeratin II-like immunoreactivity and labeled SCs
were clearly visible in control animals, as well as in all analyzed
time points post-transection (Figure 2A). Cytokeratin II-positive
cells always formed an undisrupted, tightly packed columnar
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FIGURE 2 | Timeline of structural and functional changes in the MOE after olfactory nerve transection. (A–C) Maximum projections of image stacks from
representative slices of the MOE before and after ON transection (1, 2, 3 and 7 days). ORNs (Bioc-Str, magenta), Supporting cells (SCs; A, yellow), dividing cells
(B, cyan), apoptotic cells (C, green) were labeled and investigated for structural changes post-transection. (D–F) Representative calcium transients of five individual
cells of one acute slice preparation after stimulation with adenosine-5′-triphosphate (ATP) (D, yellow), 2-MeSATP (E, cyan) and an amino acid mixture (F, magenta).
Depicted are a non-transected control and specimens 1, 2, 3 and 7 days post-transection. (G) Graphs depicting changes in the number of BrdU positive cells (filled
cyan circles), and active caspase-3 positive cells (filled green circles), per slice of the MOE for each time-point analyzed (black lines connect the mean values for each
time-point). (H) Graphs depicting changes in the number of responsive cells per acute slice of the MOE for each time-point analyzed (black lines connect the mean
values for each time-point): ATP-responsive cells located in the SC layer (yellow filled circles), 2-MeSATP-responsive cells (cyan filled circles) and cells activated by
high K+ bath solution (purple filled circles) and amino acids (magenta filled circles). AA, amino acid; a.t., after transection; BC, basal cell; Bioc-Str,
Biocytin-Strepavidin; BrdU, 5-bromo-2′-deoxyuridine; Casp3, active-Caspase3; Cytok II, Cytokeratin type II; MOE, main olfactory epithelium; n.t., non-transected;
ON, olfactory nerve; ORN, olfactory receptor neuron; SC, supporting cell.
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monolayer on the apical surface of the MOE, and spanned
their basal processes across the entire epithelium terminating in
endfeet-like structures (Hassenklöver et al., 2008). To assess the
proliferative activity in the MOE, we conducted BrdU-labeling
experiments to visualize cells in the S-phase of mitosis. In healthy
control animals, 8 ± 4 BrdU positive cells (n = 5) were visible
in the BC layer of the MOE, restricted mainly to the area
adjacent to the basal lamina (Figures 2B,G). The number of
BrdU-positive cells in the MOE was significantly increased 1,
2 and 3 days after transection to 111 ± 76 (p = 0.044, n = 5),
119 ± 27 (p = 0.025, n = 5) and 136 ± 37 (p = 0.0054,
n = 5), respectively (Figures 2B,G). The area occupied by
proliferating cells was expanded more deeply into the MOE and
several labeled cells were also found in intermediate and apical
layers (Figure 2B). One week after injury, proliferative activity
returned to a level indistinguishable from healthy controls with
19 ± 10 BrdU-positive cells (n = 5). To assess the extent of
apoptosis in the MOE, we investigated immunoreactivity to a
protein involved in programmed cell death, active caspase-3.
In the control situation, 4 ± 2 active caspase-3 positive cells
(n = 5) were visible in the MOE (Figures 2C,G), showing
a constricted, bleb-like appearance typical for apoptotic cells
(Dittrich et al., 2016). The number of active caspase-3 positive
cells was enormously increased 1 and 2 days after ON transection,
with 122 ± 48 (n = 5) and 333 ± 107 (p = 0.0044, n = 5),
respectively (Figures 2C,G). Labeled cells were found in all layers
of the MOE, but the majority was located in the intermediate
ORN layer. Three and 7 days post-transection, the number of
apoptotic cells decreased back to control levels with 8± 3 (n = 5),
and 3 ± 2 (n = 5) labeled cells, respectively (Figures 2C,G).
The population of ORNs, labeled via the ON during transection,
was severely affected with rapidly decreasing numbers of ORNs
during the first 2 days, and virtually none 3 days post-transection
(Figures 2A–C).

We analyzed functional changes in the various cell
populations of the MOE after ON transection. As stimulations,
we applied a solution containing either a purinergic receptor
agonist, ATP or 2-MeSATP, to induce responses in non-neuronal
cells or a mixture of amino acids to activate amino acid-sensitive
ORNs. ATP has been shown to activate cells in both the SC
and BC layers, whereas 2-MeSATP activates only cells in the
BC layer, thus allowing us to make a distinction between the
two cell populations based on the different response profiles
(Hassenklöver et al., 2008, 2009). A high K+ bath solution was
used to generally activate all ORNs. All stimulations were applied
to every slice preparation. A total of 19 slices that included
the lateral portion of the OE, and that exhibited responsive
cells were used in statistical analysis. Slices were obtained from
non-transected control animals (n = 3) and from animals killed
1, 2, 3 and 7 days post-transection (n = 4, 5, 4 and 3, respectively).
We found that not only were ATP and 2-MeSATP responsive
cells still present in the SC and BC layer of the MOE after nerve
transection, but the number of responsive cells was increased
in the BC layer, where the proliferative stem cell population
resides (Figures 2D,E,H). The average number of cells per slice
with stable responses exclusively to ATP, located in the SC layer,
showed no significant increase at any of the time-points observed

when compared to control (12 ± 13). No significant difference
from the control situation was observed 1, 2, 3 or 7 days after
ON transection (15± 5; 14± 9; 11± 9; 14± 11; Figure 2H). All
slices analyzed showed cells responsive to ATP. Representative
example traces of ATP responsive cells are depicted in Figure 2D
(five cells from one MOE slice per time-point). The average
number of cells per slice with stable responses to 2-MeSATP
showed a slight increase from 10 ± 6 in the control situation
to 34 ± 16, 38 ± 21, 58 ± 21 and 41 ± 14, 1,2,3 and 7 days
after transection, respectively (Figure 2H). All slices analyzed
showed cells responsive to 2-MeSATP, and responsive cells
were found to be located in the BC layer of the MOE. Example
traces of 2-MeSATP responsive cells can be seen in Figure 2E
(five cells from one MOE slice per time-point). We found that
the average number of high K+ responsive cells in the MOE
decreased progressively from 94 ± 45 in the control situation,
to 51 ± 27 1 day after transection, and 28 ± 16 2 days after
transection (Figure 2H). It began to increase 3 days after nerve
transection (34 ± 31), and was progressively higher 1 week after
transection (66 ± 20). To further analyze functional changes
in the ORN population we applied 100 µM amino acid mix,
natural water born odorants indicative of the presence of food
in the environment, to the MOE. A sub-population of ORNs
has been shown to respond to amino acids and has been found
to be predominantly located in the lateral portion of the MOE
(Gliem et al., 2013). In the normal MOE, 7 ± 2 ORNs were
responsive to the amino acid mixture. No significant difference
in the number of amino acid responsive cells was found 1 day
post-transection (2 ± 3). We found no amino acid responsive
cells in the MOE 2, and 3 days post-transection (Figures 2F,H),
a significant decrease from the control situation (p = 0.021 and
p = 0.029, respectively). Responses were again observable 1 week
after nerve transection (3± 3), showing no significant difference
when compared to the control situation. Example traces of
amino acid responsive ORNs can be seen in Figure 2F (five cells
from one MOE slice per time-point).

Relative Changes in Olfactory Bulb
Volume—Axon Degradation and
Reinnervation by Newly Formed Olfactory
Sensory Neurons
Experiments performed on the olfactory organ (described above)
have shown that extensive cell death occurs in the population of
ORNs in the first days following ON transection. We compared
the relative change in volume between the hemibulb on the
transected side with that on the non-transected side for each
animal killed at different timepoints after transection. The
hemibulbs of non-transected control animals were almost of
identical volume (2± 3%, n = 4). We found that the hemibulb on
the transected side decreased significantly by 13± 6% in relation
to the non-transected side within 1 week post-transection
(p = 0.048, n = 5), and was still decreased after 3 weeks with
a volume reduction of 15 ± 1% (p = 0.048, n = 4, Figure 3A,
filled circles). Seven weeks after ON transection, the hemibulb
on the lesioned side showed a tendency towards recovery and the
volume was only 11 ± 6% (n = 5) smaller than the intact control
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FIGURE 3 | Olfactory nerve transection induces transitional OB volume reduction due to axonal degradation of olfactory receptor neurons and subsequent
reinnervation by new neurons. (A) Graph shows relative changes in OB volume recovering after ON transection (filled black circles, black line connects mean values
for each time-point analyzed) and of animals subjected to weekly ON transection to hinder reconnection of ORN axons to the OB (empty circles, dotted line connects
mean values for each time-point analyzed). Animals were transected unilaterally, and changes in OB volume are shown as the percentage of decrease in volume of
the transected side in relation to the non-transected side. (B) Non-transected OB with ORN axons (white) stained by nasal electroporation of fluorescent dextrans.
Typical ventral glomerular clusters are outlined with a dotted white line: lateral (LC), intermediate (IC), small cluster (SC) and medial cluster (MC). The ORN axons of
the accessory olfactory bulb (AOB) are also visible on the lateral side of the OB. (C) ON transection induces gradual axonal degradation in the OB. Axons (cyan) were
labeled by microRuby via the ON, which is anterogradely transported along the axons. Two days post-transection degeneration of axonal fibers became apparent
and fluorescent dye began to accumulate in aggregates that gradually dispersed through the OB over time (posterior agglomerates highlighted by open arrowheads,
glomerular clusters are outlined with a dotted white line). (D) Representative images of the OB showing reconnecting ORN axons (magenta) stained by nasal
electroporation at different time-points after ON transection (1, 2, 3 and 7 weeks). Examples of individual axons are highlighted by filled arrowheads and glomerular
clusters are outlined with a dotted white line. A, anterior; AOB, accessory olfactory bulb; a.t., after transection; IC, intermediate cluster; L, lateral; LC, lateral cluster;
M, medial; MC, medial cluster; MOB, main olfactory bulb; n.t., non-transected; OB, olfactory bulb; ON, olfactory nerve; ORN, olfactory receptor neuron; P, posterior;
SC, small cluster. Statistical significance was tested using Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison post hoc test with Holm-Bonferroni correction
(∗p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.001).

side. We hypothesize that the observed OB volume changes are
due to the loss of axonal input and subsequent reinnervation
by axons of newly generated ORNs during recovery. Weekly
ON transections effectively impedes ORNs from reconnecting

to the OB, and allows us to observe how the OB is affected by
this lack of input over a longer period. Repeatedly transected
animals showed a significant decrease in OB volume of 25 ± 7%
after 3 weeks (p = 0.015, n = 6) and of 36 ± 7% 7 weeks after
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initial ON transection (p = 0.00027, n = 5). The decrease in OB
volume was significantly larger 7 weeks after weekly transection
in comparison to recovering animals (p = 0.027, Figure 3A, open
circles).

To observe the cause of these volume reductions after
ON transection, we investigated the fate of injured receptor
neurons in the OB and their axonal degeneration. The axonal
projection of ORNs into the OB in healthy Xenopus laevis
larvae is depicted in Figure 3B highlighting the characteristic
organization into lateral, intermediate (including small cluster),
and medial glomerular cluster. We found that the onset of axon
fragmentation does not begin until after the first day post-
transection, as seen in the first left hand panel of Figure 3C,
where the glomerular clusters are still clearly discernible and
the ON is mostly intact (n = 5). Two days after transection
we found that the axon terminals and clusters start to
disassemble and the dye used to label the ORNs accumulated
throughout the glomerular layer (open arrowheads, n = 6).
Three days post-transection most axon fibers were degraded, dye
accumulations were more dispersed across the OB, and were
eventually found in more caudal layers of the OB, towards the
ventricular system (n = 5). One week post-transection none of
the original axon fibers or cluster organization was identifiable
anymore and the dye from former axonal staining was highly
dispersed (n = 7).

Our experiments performed on the olfactory organ have
shown that already 1 week post-transection functional, odorant-
sensitive ORNs reappear in the olfactory epithelium (Figure 2).
This indicates that also in this time window a reinnervation of
the OB could potentially occur. To verify this hypothesis, we
stained ORNs to determine when axons of newly formed ORNs
reach the OB and begin the process of reinnervation (Figure 3D).
We found that already 1 week post-transection some newly
formed ORN axons reach the OB via the reestablished ON
(n = 6). However, the axon terminals were restricted to a
small area close to the ON and did not show glomerular
arborizations. After 2 weeks, the number of labeled axons and
the covered area in the OB was increased (n = 4). Nevertheless,
many axons exhibited long branches without being correctly
connected and a proper organization into glomerular clusters
was still missing (Figure 3D, filled arrowheads). Reinnervation
progressed in the following weeks as pioneering axons began
to form organized structures resembling normal glomerular
clustering around 3 weeks after ON transection (n = 6).
Although the progress of reinnervation varied between animals,
at 7 weeks post-transection most OBs exhibited a glomerular
cluster organization similar to the non-transected controls
(n = 5).

Increased Cell Death in the Olfactory Bulb
Following Olfactory Nerve Transection
Being that ON transection had a clear impact on the OB volume,
we investigated if postsynaptic neurons of the OB network were
also affected as a next step. To assess potential cell loss in the OB
we performed active caspase-3 immunostainings on slices of the
OB. We found that caspase-3 mediated cell death also occurred

in cells located in the OB rapidly after ON transection (Figure 4).
Apoptotic cells were located predominantly in the ON layer and
in the glomerular layer of the OB (Figure 4C). The number
of apoptotic cells counted in each slice of the OB increased
significantly from 5 ± 5 in the control situation (n = 25), to
51± 37 just 1 day after ON transection (p = 0.00034, n = 8) and to
58± 22 3 days post-transection (p = 0.000016, n = 9; Figure 4A).
After 1 and 3 weeks there is no significant difference when
compared to the control situation with 10 ± 7 (n = 5), and 3± 1
(n = 7) labeled apoptotic cells, respectively (Figures 4A,B,D).

Dynamic Changes of Dendritic Tuft
Complexity in Mitral/Tufted Cells Following
Olfactory Nerve Transection
As cell death has mostly been observed in the glomerular
layer, it imposes the question whether the MTCs located in
the deeper OB layers also suffer from consequences related
to denervation. In Figure 5A different, individual MTCs from
ON-transected animals at different time intervals after lesion
are presented in comparison to a non-transected control. In
Xenopus, MTC dendrites have been found to bifurcate and
innervate multiple glomeruli (see also Nezlin and Schild, 2000).
These dendrites end in fine arborizations full of dendritic
varicosities, called dendritic tufts (highlighted by squares in
Figure 5A). Dendritic tufts of MTCs that form the postsynaptic
component of a glomerular module were clearly smaller and less
complex 1 week post-transection. Complexity of dendritic tufts
was quantified using Sholl analysis as depicted in Figure 5B.
For the representative MTC tufts shown, the number of
intersections in general is clearly reduced after 1, and 3 weeks
following ON transection (Figure 5B). Very complex tufts
exhibited a maximum number of intersections well above 20,
while minimally complex tufts featured a maximum below
10 intersections (Figures 5B–D). In control OBs, a mean
maximum number of 12.2 ± 7.0 intersections was measured
(n = 24 tufts from 12 animals), which was not significantly
different from 14.0 ± 7.2 intersections 1 day after transection
(n = 18 tufts from 13 animals, Figure 5D). After the loss of
presynaptic input, these structures show a gradual decrease in
complexity and tufts were significantly less complex 1 week after
transection), with an average maximum of 6.6± 3.5 intersections
per tuft (p = 0.039, n = 12 tufts from 9 animals, Figures 5C,D).
Three weeks after transection and 7 weeks after transection
the mean maximum number of intersections was 7.2 ± 1.4
(n = 9 tufts from 7 animals) and 12.5 ± 7.7 (n = 16 tufts from
8 animals), respectively, no longer significantly different from
control. This suggests a tendency for the tufts to become more
complex after ORNs have begun to reconnect to the OB (see
above). The lowered MTC tuft complexity after 1 week is also
visible in the mean linear Sholl plots of the region around the
maximum number of intersections (Figure 5C).

These results indicate that MTC tufts show a highly plastic
response to the loss of their presynaptic partner. Dendritic tuft
complexity reached its minimum value right before reconnection
of ORN axons to the bulb started and returned to normal
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FIGURE 4 | Increased levels of apoptotic cells in anterior layers of the OB after olfactory nerve transection. (A) Graph depicts changes in the number of apoptotic
cells in slices of the OB at different time-points over the course of 3 weeks after ON transection. Maximum projection images of representative slices of the OB of a
non-transected control animal (B), an animal killed 3 days post-transection (C) and 3 weeks post-transection (D), with biocytin-streptavidin stained ORNs (magenta),
active caspase-3 staining of apoptotic cells (green), and propidium-iodide staining of all cell nuclei (blue). Distinct glomerular clusters and lateral ventricle are outlined
with dotted white lines. Open arrow heads highlight cell bodies undergoing apoptosis. A, anterior; AOB, accessory olfactory bulb; a.t., after transection; Casp3,
active-Caspase3; IC, intermediate cluster; L, lateral; LC, lateral cluster; LV, lateral ventricle; M, medial; MC, medial cluster; MOB, main olfactory bulb; n.t.,
non-transected; OB, olfactory bulb; ON, olfactory nerve; ORN, olfactory receptor neuron; P, posterior; SC, small cluster. Statistical significance was tested using
Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison post hoc test with Holm-Bonferroni correction (∗∗∗p < 0.001).

morphology after 7 weeks, when glomerular clusters recovered
their structure and again resembled the control situation.

Recovery of Odorant-Induced Responses
in the Glomerular Layer and Mitral/Tufted
Cells of the Olfactory Bulb
We performed multi-photon calcium imaging of MTCs to
investigate the extent of functional recovery of the olfactory

network after ON transection. Calcium responses of the
lateral MTC population’s tufts and somata were recorded after
application of amino acids to the olfactory epithelium. In animals
measured 3 days after transection no odor induced activity could
be detected on the postsynaptic level, neither in MTC glomerular
tufts nor in MTC somata (Figures 6A,D,G; n = 3). Only very
rarely, somatic calcium signal increases occurred time-correlated
with odor stimulus application (Figure 6A, arrowheads). Given
the high spontaneous activity we observed among the MTCs
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FIGURE 5 | Dynamic changes of mitral/tufted cell dendritic tuft complexity in the OB after olfactory nerve transection. (A) Top row shows individual MTCs stained via
sparse cell electroporation. Maximum intensity projections of image stacks of representative MTCs are shown for each time-point after ON transection. Animals were
transected unilaterally and MTCs were stained and analyzed on both the non-transected side of the OB, used as control, and on the transected side, 1, 3 and
7 weeks a.t. Bottom row shows a magnification of the tufted regions (boxed outline). (B) Top row illustrates quantification of complexity of the tufts shown in (A)
using Sholl analysis. The number of intersections on the three-dimensional tuft is represented as a color gradient on the tuft morphology—blue areas indicate very
few intersections and magenta indicates many intersections. Bottom row shows linear Sholl plots for each of the presented tufts with number of intersections
indicated as dots and best fit polynomial function as line. (C) The average linear tuft-complexity curves (of all curves as shown in B) for tufts of each respective group
are shown. A distance of ±10 µm around the maximum is shown. The shaded areas around the curves indicate the SEM within each group. (D) Scatter plot
showing the maximum number of intersections for each tuft analyzed in the control group and at each respective time point a.t. Lines show the mean of all analyzed
tufts for each time-point. a.t., after transection; MTC, mitral/tufted cell; n.t., non-transected; OB, olfactory bulb; ON, olfactory nerve. Statistical significance was
tested using Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison post hoc test with Holm-Bonferroni correction (∗p < 0.05).
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FIGURE 6 | Functional changes in mitral/tufted cell and glomerular layer of the lateral glomerular cluster of the OB after olfactory nerve transection. Maximum
projections of representative examples of imaged volumes in the ventro-lateral OB of different whole olfactory system explants measured 3 days (A), 3 weeks (B) or
7 weeks (C) post-transection. MTC somata and their tufts were labeled by calcium indicator injection (green) and responses to odorant stimulation of the olfactory
organ were recorded. Regions that showed a time-correlated response to stimulation of the MOE with an amino acid mixture are shown in magenta (Difference
image of peak response minus pre-stimulus activity). Single planes of the imaged volumes measured 3 days (D), 3 weeks (E) or 7 weeks (F) after ON transection.
Dashed white lines surround regions of interest in the glomerular layer, while white ellipses indicate MTC somata. (G–I) Calcium transients of neuropil and individual
cells (different shades of blue and magenta, shown as ∆F/F values) are derived from the regions of interests highlighted in the respective images above. The mean
response of all regions of interest in the glomerular neuropil and mitral cell layer are depicted as black traces. Some cells with occasional, spontaneous,
time-correlated activity were visible (also highlighted with open arrowheads). A, anterior; a.t., after transection; L, lateral; M, medial; MOE, main olfactory epithelium;
MTC, mitral/tufted cell; OB, olfactory bulb; ON, olfactory nerve; P, posterior.

at this time point as well as the lack of any glomerular
responses, it can be assumed that those calcium events were
coincidentally time-correlated to the stimulus (Figure 6G).
In animals measured 3 weeks after transection, glomerular
as well as somatic responses to amino acid stimulation were
present (Figures 6B,E; n = 3). Even though the extent of
reactive glomerular neuropil and MTC somata varied among
the three animals recorded for this time point, odorant induced
signals could be detected in each preparation in both the
glomerular and MTC layer (Figure 6H). In animals that
were measured after 7 weeks post-transection, large portions
of the lateral MTC population and the lateral glomerular
array were activated by the amino acid stimuli (Figures 6C,F;

n = 5). Characteristic odorant induced calcium transients were
much more distinctly observable in both layers of the OB
(Figure 6I) and the glomeruli showed individual response
profiles to five different, individual amino acids applied (data
not shown). In summary, ON transection led to disruption
of amino acid induced MTC activity, but the functional
OB circuitry was gradually restored over the time course of
7 weeks.

DISCUSSION

Post-developmental neurogenesis is restricted to only a small
number of areas in the nervous system. The telencephalic
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subventricular zone and the peripheral olfactory epithelium are
two areas of special interest, as they provide new functional
elements to both sides of the fundamental olfactory circuit.
On the peripheral side, multipotent stems cells of the BC
layer of the olfactory epithelium replenish its different cellular
components (Graziadei and Graziadei, 1979; Huard et al.,
1998; Leung et al., 2007). ORNs regularly die and have to
be replaced with new sensory neurons that reintegrate into
a functioning circuit in the brain (Farbman, 1990; Roskams
et al., 1996; Schwob, 2002). Beyond that, neurogenesis in
the olfactory epithelium can also occur on a larger scale
following injury (Schwob, 2002). Severing the ONs of larval
Xenopus laevis allowed us to successfully eliminate olfactory
input to the OB and consequently cause the loss of olfactory
function. We show the progression of events that occur after
lesion and how the individual components of the olfactory
network are transiently recovering, both structurally and
functionally.

Timeline for Regeneration in the Olfactory
System of Larval Xenopus laevis after
Olfactory Nerve Transection
Degeneration in the olfactory epithelium is immediately
apparent within the first 3 days following ON transection. We
observed a pronounced increase in apoptotic cells throughout
the olfactory epithelium, leading to neuronal loss. In particular,
a decrease in the overall number of ORNs activated by high
K+ bath solution and a complete loss of amino acid-responsive
ORNs was detected. The overall number of excitable ORNs
decreased considerably after transection, but these cells were at
no time completely eradicated from the epithelium. This is most
likely due to a remaining population of immature ORNs, which
have not yet established an axonal connection to the OB and thus
are unaffected by ON transection (Schwob, 2002).

The morphology of the SC layer was unaltered by ON
transection, and the number of cells responsive to purinergic
receptor agonists in the SC and BC layers did not decrease at
any moment surveyed, indicating that the induced cell death
in the olfactory epithelium is restricted mainly to the neuronal
population. It has been shown that purinergic signaling pathways
influence cell turnover in the healthy MOE (Hassenklöver et al.,
2009; Jia et al., 2009), and could potentially play an important
role in regulating neuroproliferation during the process of
regeneration after lesion (Jia and Hegg, 2010; Jia et al., 2013).
After ON transection we found an increase in the number of cells
responsive to the application of 2-MeSATP, shown to activate
exclusively cells in the BC layer, where the population of stem
and progenitor cells of the olfactory epithelium reside (Schwob,
2002; Hassenklöver et al., 2009). This change presumably
reflects upregulated proliferative activity in response to lesion
and in succession increasing numbers of 2-MeSATP-sensitive
progenitor cells. In fact, following injury the stem cell population
responds almost immediately to increased neuronal death with a
significant increase of BrdU-positive, proliferating cells.

Truncated axon terminals of ORNs were subsequently
found to be degenerating and no odor-induced activity could

be detected on the postsynaptic level in the OB indicating
immediate loss of olfactory function following lesion. In the
OB, we also saw a significant increase in caspase-mediated
cell death in the first 3 days immediately following ON
transection. Apoptotic cell somata were restricted mainly to
the ON layer and the glomerular layer of the OB, suggesting
dying periglomerular cells (Nezlin and Schild, 2000). This
is also supported by our recording of spontaneously active
neurons in the MTC layer of the OB and our successful
labeling of individual MTCs. Thus, we conclude that MTC
are not the main cell population of the OB affected by cell
death.

During the process of regeneration stem cell proliferation in
the MOE initiates a compensatory increase in immature neurons
expressing NCAM-180 (Cervino et al., 2017). Eventually, this
leads to an elevation of functional ORNs over the course of
1 week after ON transection (this study). This is similar to
newborn ORNs in the rodent MOE that are mature after
7–8 days expressing olfactory marker protein (Miragall and
Graziadei, 1982). In Xenopus, recovery of OMP-expression in
newly generated ORNs takes longer than 7 days and remains
reduced even 4 weeks post-transection (Cervino et al., 2017).
Already after 1 week, other surveyed parameters in the Xenopus
MOE, e.g., functional odorant responses, return to control levels.
This period is comparable to the recovery time of the Xenopus
MOE after chemical lesion that leads to widespread cell death
in multiple cell populations, including SCs and ORNs (Frontera
et al., 2016).

The network of the OB is still functionally disrupted 1 week
post-transection, however, initial signs of a recovering OB are
observable as first pioneering ORN axons project into the
OB. Axonal reinnervation occurs progressively over the next
weeks and already 3 weeks after transection the glomerular
cluster organization is coarsely restored. At this point the first
odor-evoked responses reappear in the glomerular neuropil of
the lateral cluster of the OB. Thus, the functional integration
of newborn ORNs into the OB circuitry takes much longer
than the structural recovery of the olfactory epithelium. Seven
weeks after transection, ORN axons in the OB have reformed
glomerular clusters structurally similar to those found in healthy
non-transected animals and amino acid-induced responses in
the neuropil of the lateral glomerular cluster are comparable
to healthy control animals. Nevertheless, it cannot be excluded
that some amount of miswiring occurs during recovery after
injury. In our study, the structural and functional recovery of
the olfactory system ofXenopus laevis larvae after ON transection
took 7 weeks. A recovery of specific foraging behavior in response
to food-odor occurs 3 weeks after ON transection (Cervino et al.,
2017). Notably, newly formed ORN synapses in larval Xenopus
show a high vesicle density in their active zones and can be
active before the glomerular units of the OB are fully restored
(Terni et al., 2017). In experiments performed on rodents, the
average time of recovery is approximately 2.5 months for both
ON transection and chemical lesion, notwithstanding differences
in the extent of recovery (Kobayashi and Costanzo, 2009; Blanco-
Hernández et al., 2012; Cheung et al., 2014; Murai et al.,
2016).
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Olfactory Map Recovery and
Injury-Induced Dendritic Reshaping of
Second-Order Neurons
A variety of factors influence the efficacy of olfactory system
restoration after injury, and in many cases, the recovery of
olfactory network functionality is only partial. When the ONs
and OBs are injured, newly regenerated ORN axons must
find their way back to their appropriate OB location and
overcome challenging obstacles, like scar tissue formation and
gliosis, in order to preserve the spatial mapping of odorants
(Kobayashi and Costanzo, 2009). Different from developmental
OB network formation, targeting of ORN axons to glomeruli is
erroneous in many cases after successful recovery of the olfactory
system (Blanco-Hernández et al., 2012; Cheung et al., 2014;
Murai et al., 2016). Axonal pathfinding during developmental
olfactory map formation is governed by olfactory receptor
gene identity, ORN cell type, molecular guidance cues, and
activity-dependent mechanisms (for review see Nishizumi and
Sakano, 2015). At least to some extent these mechanisms
are also active in the adult organism (Blanco-Hernández
et al., 2012; Cheung et al., 2014). It has been suggested that
regenerating ORNs depend more on axon-axon interactions
in the adult (Imai and Sakano, 2011), making recovery of
the olfactory map after ON transection difficult. Consistent
with this idea, chemical lesions to the olfactory epithelium,
in which ORNs are not entirely eliminated, do not lead to
map distortions that are as severe (Blanco-Hernández et al.,
2012).

The postsynaptic side of the OB also plays an important
role in the formation and recovery of the olfactory map.
Dendrites are dynamic structures whose main function consists
of integrating synaptic input, a process on which they depend
in order to maintain structural integrity (Tavosanis, 2012).
This is attributed largely to the delivery of neurotrophins from
the pre-synapse that enhance dendritic growth and branching
as well as synaptogenesis (Imamura and Greer, 2009). In
the OB, the axons of receptor neurons form glutamatergic
synapses with dendrites of MTCs and periglomerular cells
(Nagayama et al., 2014). In mammals, mitral cell dendrites
are reshaping during an early postnatal phase (Meisami and
Safari, 1981; Malun and Brunjes, 1996), but remain stable in
the adult olfactory system (for review see Mizrahi and Katz,
2003). Elimination of ORN axons during early developmental
stages, before formation of mature dendritic tufts, leads to
atrophy of mitral cell dendrites (Couper Leo and Brunjes,
2003). In the adult mouse, ON transection initiates dendritic
retraction of mature mitral cells and re-establishment of
connectivity is reduced even after ORN projection recovery
(Murai et al., 2016). In non-mammalian vertebrates, like
zebrafish, extensive loss of dendritic branches occurs after
ablation of the MOE, transection or chemical damage to ORNs
(Byrd, 2000). In our study, we found that the dendritic tufts
of MTCs in the OB substantially lose complexity and dendritic
varicosities within 1 week after ON transection. The lack of
input from the ORN axons appears to have a degenerative
effect on the fine branches of the MTCs, which retract and
gradually lose their primary synaptic contact site. However,

our results show that in the amphibian olfactory system,
MTCs retain the capacity to recover their complexity upon
reinnervation, and the olfactory system is eventually functionally
restored.

Structural integrity of MTC dendrite tufts and the OB in
general seems to be dependent on afferent innervation. In
Xenopus, it has previously been shown that, after removal of the
telencephalon, reconnection of the ON is essential for recovery
of the OB to occur (Yoshino and Tochinai, 2006). The effect of
afferent fibers on their target regions seems crucial to prevent
continuous degradation of the OB structure. This has also been
demonstrated to be true during development, as a quantitative
correlation has been found between the number of ORNs
reaching the OB and the number of MTCs in the developing
OB of Xenopus laevis (Byrd and Burd, 1991, 1993). We showed
that when ORNs are not allowed to reconnect to the OB, due to
continuous weekly transections of the ON, a progressive decrease
in OB volume with no apparent recovery was observed. This
decrease in volume was significantly larger from experiments
with only a single nerve transection. A reduction in OB volume
is also caused by sensory deprivation in other animal models
and permanent denervation can reduce OB volume by up
to −50% when compared to control (rabbit: Matthews and
Powell, 1962; frog: Graziadei and DeHan, 1973; rat: Meisami
and Safari, 1981; zebrafish: Byrd, 2000). This is an indication
that extensive damage and cell loss is occurring in the OB in
consequence of longer periods without afferent innervation. It
seems that MTCs have evolved the ability to survive the loss of
their presynaptic partner, at least temporarily and to a certain
extent.

This is especially relevant in the Xenopus olfactory system
that undergoes extensive changes during the process of
metamorphosis, which occurs shortly after recovery is complete
in our experiments. Animals were chosen for this study
according to their stage of larval development in order to
ensure that the changes that occur in the olfactory system
of larval Xenopus laevis during metamorphosis would not
overlap with our time window of investigation (Dittrich et al.,
2016). During metamorphic reorganization of the olfactory
organ, whole ORN populations perish, shift locations and
a substantial functional rewiring of the system takes place
(Dittrich et al., 2016; Syed et al., 2016). Thus during the
process of normal development, MTCs of Xenopus need to be
capable of surviving an extended period with diminished axonal
input. This might also be advantageous during recovery after
injury.

Maintaining the ability to survive without peripheral input
is helpful in a system where continual neurogenesis occurs,
but it is still unclear what factors limit the survival of
MTCs. It is known that a population of stem cells exists in
the subventricular zone that is responsible for the lifelong
turnover of interneurons (Kaplan and Hinds, 1977), but
post-developmental generation of MTCs and recapitulation
of complex wiring to higher brain centers seems impossible.
Previous studies have shown that during the process of
regeneration after lesion in larval Xenopus, there is an increase
in BCs expressing BDNF, as well as an increase in the ON
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and OB (Frontera et al., 2015). In the developing mammalian
olfactory system, there is evidence that MTCs express the
TrkB neurotrophin receptor, and that BDNF affects dendritic
morphology and stimulates branching (Imamura and Greer,
2009). We could speculate that the permissive environment
that allows circuit restoration is related in part to the
presence of neurotrophic factors. It could be that larval
Xenopus exhibit elevated neurotrophic support to sustain the
viability of MTCs during neuroregeneration and olfactory
network reorganization that the adult mammalian system is
lacking.

CONCLUSION

The larval Xenopus olfactory system shows a high degree of
resilience to injury and a robust capacity for olfactory network
recovery. Over the course of approximately 2 months, the
structure and function of the OB degenerates (cell death is
increased, axons degrade, glomerular clusters disappear and
dendritic tuft complexity of second order neurons is reduced),
and subsequently recovers (reinnervation with new ORNs
occurs, cluster organization is restored, second order neurons
regain complexity and glomerular responses return). Our study
forms the basis for further investigations on factors that can
influence successful olfactory system recovery after injury. It

is not yet known what specific changes occur in the MTC
population after the loss of their presynaptic partner. Of special
interest could also be to assess the precision of the restored
olfactory map and to investigate mechanisms beneficial for
recovery of olfactory perception.
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